Urdu Language Taster: Quiz Answer Sheet by Languages, Routes into

Urdu quiz
How much do you know about Urdu and its speakers?

ANSWERS: Circle the correct option

Question	Answer
1	A                    B                     C
2	A                    B                     C
3	A                    B                     C
4	A                    B                     C
5	A                    B                     C
6	A                    B                     C
7	A                    B                     
8	A                    B                     
9	A                    B                     C
10	A                    B                     C             D
11	A                    B                     C
12	A                    B                     
13	A                    B                     C
14	A                    B                     
15	A                    B                     
16	A                    B                     
17	A                    B                     C
18	A                    B                     C
19	A                    B                     
20	A                    B                     C               

   			

Total correct answers:





